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A feedback c~ntrol system for student laboratory 
study of automatic ·control problems is designed. The 
device uses a two watt el~ctric motor to drive a six 
inch diameter variable pitch fan. Air velocity, motor ~ 
.. 
speed, and blade pitch angle are continuously monitored 
by electrical transducers and used as feedback control 
signals to the motor and the pitch angle controller. 
First, second, and third order dynamic systems with 
. -
simple and nested feedback control may be simulated. 
Dynamic performance of the system under different 
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... NOTATION _i..._ ,,· 
Symbols 
---
A Pit ch angle, rad. 
B. 
1 
-1 Damping- coeffic·ient for i th component, lbf ft\' 
cc Flat plate capacitance constant, 
lbf amp-l turn-1 inch-l 
Cd Dimensionless drag coefficient for air 
velocity transducer 




monitoring i th variable 
Capacitance of transducer monitoring 
f 
i th variable, pf. _?J 
Hole diameter, pf. .·.: 





Dimensionless damping ratio of ~ystem 1 
Damper spring force, lbf 
Fanning fraction factor 
Natural frequency of system i, sec-1 










' . . . . - ' ----· . ..: ·---~---; ___ :_.,_...:~_-..:.~~···:.::...:. · .. - .. - - . . . ~---·-·-·------·-··--·--- ~-
gi 
h .. 1J 
Ampli.fier gain 
Linearization constant relating effect of 
small changes in variable j on variable i 
Angular inertia of blades and blade holders about 
pitch axis, slug ft2 
Angular inertia of m tor-fan about drive shaft 
axis, slug ft2 











Spring constant of component i, lbf ft~1 
Constant relating effect of variable j on 
variable i 
Length of pitch solenoid, ft. 
Pitch solenoid inductance, henrys 
Mass of damper, slugs 
M~ss of pitch actuating linkage, slugs 
Mass of moving parts in air velocity trans-
ducer, slugs 
nf Number of blades on fan 

















Solenoid pull, lbf 
Pitch solenoid coil resistance, ohms 
Blade radius, ft·. 
Effective blade radius, ft. 
Pitch actuating linkage parameter, ft. 
Area of pitch angle transducer moving plate, rt2 
2 
.eressectional area of pitch actuating plunger, ft 
Area of air velocity transducer moving plate, ft 2 
Ftln reaction torque, ft lbf 
' Motor-torque, ft lbf 
Motor-fan friction torque, ft lbf 
Time, sec • 
Voltage on component i, volts 
Fan air velocity, ft sec-1 











••• J ~ 
.·'- i 
" . 
· w Motor-fan drive shaft angular velocity, rad. sec-l · 
I Dimensionless plunger position .\ 
x Pitch actuating plunger position, ft. 
Y Dimensionless damper position 
y Damper position, ft. 
z Air velocity transducer plate spacing, ft.· 
, Phase angle, radians 
Subscripts 
A Pitch angle or pitch angle transducer 
C Dimensionless capacitance 
D Damper 
F Fan 
m · Motor 
min Minimum value 
max Maximum value 
"' \ 
Pitch actuator mechanism 




t Air velocity 
w Shaft angular velocity 
I ' 
X Dimensionless plunger position 
y 
.Dimensionless damper position 
Superscripts 
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Students studying automatic control theory 
benefit from observing and analyzing the behavior 
of actual systems. Electrical and pneumatic labo-
11' 
ratory systems are commercially ava_ilable ,- but not 
an electromrimechanical control system suitable for 
" laboratory investigation. 
Charaeteristies,"' .. which should be considered for 
a laboratory unit include dynamic range, flexibility, 
linearity, and cost. The system should be able to 
simulate first, second,· and third order dynamic sys--
tems. It should have several control variables, · 
adjustable frequency compensation, and a variety of 
possible control configuration~. In addition, it . 
should have'sufficiently non-linear characteristics 
to demonstrate the limits of linear analysis. Cost 
' 
should be minimized sub~ct to the above objectives. 
The design of a system fulfilling these objec-
' 
. /· 
)'" f·' t· ' '\ , ' 
-· ,_ 













II. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Introduction 
.-. .. 
· The system proposed is an instrumented fan 
driven by an electric motor. The device, shown in 
Figure 1, uses a two watt AC servo motor to drive a 
six inch diameter variable pitch propeller. Blade 
pitch angle is controlled by a solenoid and can be 
varied while the fan is running. Air velocity, 
motor shaft speed, and blade pitch angle are measured 
by electrical· transducers. A manually operated damp-
er is included to vary fan characteristics and gener-
ate disturbance inputs to the system. All mechanical 
components are mounted inside a six inch diameter 
. clear plastic tube. Amplifiers, potentiometers, and 
other electrical equipment are mounted in a separate 
box. 
Motor-Fan 
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. .• 
· trolled by a solenoid and plunger linkage, shown in 
Figure 2, which is coaxial with the motor-fan drive 
shaft. Control power for the motor is supplied by a 
· .... ,. 
five watt AC modulator-amplifier. A one watt DC am-
plifier drives the pitch actuating solenoid. The 








l •• ,,. 
' 
move rapidly enough between stops to generate step· 
changes ~in fah torque and air velocity. 
Instrumentation 
Electrical signals proportional to fan.RPM, 
a·ir velocity, and pitch angle are required for out..: 
put recording and feedback control. Fan RPM is meas-
ured with a miniature DC tachometer. Electrical capac-
itance transducers are used to monitor air velocity 
and pitch angleA 
The air velocity transducer, shown in Figure 4, 
consists of two small metal plates perpendicular to 
. l the air flow, one of which is mounted on a thin· rubber 
diaphragm •. Air drag pushes the ru~ber mounted plate 
closer to the fixed plate as air velocity increases. 
The elctrical capacitance between the two plates is 
\ 
·inverse!}" proportional to their spacing, and thus 
increases with air velocity. 
. An electronic capacitance to voltage transducer 
is used to convert this capacitance to a DC voltage 
The pitch angle transducer, shown in.Figure 2," 
consists of two coaxial cylinders. The inner cylin-
der is .attached to the pitch actuating plunger and 
rotates with the fanj while the outer cylinder is 
fixed. The capacitance.between the two cylinders is 
. 








. ' QPerati.o~ 
Th$re are at leaet eight ways the system compo-
., ..... 
~ nents may be interconnected to form an automatic 
' 
/ 
control system. Figure 5 is a system block diagram 
• -. 
!} 
., with dotted lines showing possible feedback control 
paths. Three control configurations are discussed 
below. 
The system may be set up to deliver a constant 
air velocity despite disturbances in da~per position 
or blade pitch angle. This is accomplished by feed-
ing the output of the air velocity transducer to. 
the input/·· of the differential amplifier controlling 
,...._ the motor, as shown in Figure 6. A reference voltage 
is also fed to this amplifier. The system will try 
to maintain the air velocity at some constant function 
of1he reference voltage. 
The pitch angle mechanism may be set up as an 
independent control system, shown in Figure 7. Out-
put from the pitch angle transducer is fed to one 
impu t or the so 1 e no i a . d; ~ f .~ !',~!!-~.,!'~"!~ ....... ~mP..l,.i,,!.iVeJr.,.,, .. ,,. .. ""'"'Eitc.h~----~-·- _ -----·------~- ----~· .~ .;.,:;:..:-.-:;-;-.:;---,~--~-·' ----":- ·-; ~-- _ _., _ -<Q~-.,. .._"._:::_· __ -_:_~.:_"'!.._:_~_:.:..!..:_ ·~-~ ~- <\.--_ ':: _ .,._ __ --- -~-- ;_' ..;·. - -·: ~---~:.....- .::,._,,..~.'.1"'· , .. ,n,rr,-,.,_,.,,:·,·n.,..,.,..,.,,,.,,._ -,.,.,_., '•"'"-"'>'r,-,.,~,,.,.,_,.,., .,.. __ .,._,,_,_._m,,t~o1i1l'r~' ,_,._ · -=~---··_:___;__· ---------···....--:· 
J . 
r < ~- -
1 ·· 
angle control voltage is fed tb the other input •. This 
system has no controllable disturbance inputs, but may 
be tested for its response to changes in control volt-
. / 
a_ge and may be- included ·as part of a larger system. ( .. 
The air velocity(and pitch angle controllers 
~iscussed above are, respective!~ first and second 






·· order dynamic systems. These units may be combined 
I • 
•"\. to make a third order air velocity controller as 
shown in Figure 8.: This system controls air velocity 
by changing blade pitch angle. A separate subsystem 
mJy be used to control shaft speed, as shown. 
" ... 
'f 
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The choice of the types of components in the 
system is based on experience. Some of the rationale 
behind the cheices made is give·n below. Once the 
types of components are chosen their sizes are opti-








Small DC motors are cheaper for a given power 
output than servo motors, but require exp~nsive DC 
power amplifiers to drive them. AC servo motors can 
operate over a wider torque-speed range and have near-
ly linear characteristics over most of this range, 
which makes them,ideal for demonstrating linear con-
trol theory. 
An endless variety of machines can be driven by 
, -~= , a motor. It was decided to use some form of pumping 
machine so that an output flow rate coul(\ l:>e measured 
------- .. .. .. . , . : ·,- :.~~ .. :. ;:· : __ '· .. ··.·.·. ·.-
• 
t 
·--·- . - "&}-~--. .. --- ,. - - . - -
. ~---... ~_ .... _______ , ________________ ....... 
. by some form of transducer and the transducer output~ 
used as a feedback control signal • 
. A{ 
Granulated· solids and liquids were· rejected as 
pumping fluids in favor of air because of its clean-
ness and the cheapness of small fans. A propeller fan 
was chosen over a centrifugal because mts air velocity 














. ., ,, 
because blade pitch angle may be changed to vary op-
erating characteristics. 
~. ___ __/ 
.. 
Once the linkage for changing the pitch angle 
· was designed it became apparent that it wo,uld be as 
easy to have the linkage actuated by a solenoid as 
to have it manually operated. This provided the 
, 
system with a sectond variable, pitch angle, which 
could be automatically controlled. A simple ~evice 
to meas~re pitch angle was included to ~ake a com-
plete automatic subsystem. 
The output of the fan is air velocity, which 
must be measured. The measurement of absolute veloc-
ity is not necessary for the system, however. What 
is needed is a sensitive device which produces an 
electrical signal which is some reproducable function 
of air velocity, and does th!s with good frequency 
response. 
Both a hot wire anneometer and the c~acitance 
transducer described earlier meet these requirements. 
The no•-linearities ·o:f the ca.pacitance transducer 
cancel the non-linearities of the fan very closely, 
however, so tha_t the output of the capacitance to· 
voltage converter is a linear function of motor volt-
age. This is illustrated by -·Figures 9a, 9b, and 10., 
For this reason the cap7citive air velocity trans-


















a Cal?acit_!lnce to Voltage Transducer 
Any sensitive capacitance to voltage converter 
·could be used in the system. For design_purposes, 
the capacitive transducers were sized to feed the 
Decker Corporation Capacitometer1 which was used in 
the experimental studies. This unit responds to 
changes in capacitance from a balance capacitance of 
10 to 20 pf. Maximum output voltage 1~ 30 volts for· 
a 150 percent change in capacitance. 
Air Velocity Transducer 
There are three basic design equations for the 
capacitive air velocity transducer. First, the rela-
"' 




where z is the plate spacing and Sv is the plate area. 
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where Cd is a drag coefficient. 
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Air velocity sensitivity is inversely related 
~ 
to the diaphragm spring constant k. It has been 
V 
fo.und that the thinnest and .most flexible rubber 
available, three·thousands inch thick, will sag 
unless it is tensioned to give a~ of at least 
2 lbf/ft. This is the first design constraint. 
. ' 
Pickup of 60 cycle hum by the plates is pro-
portional to their size and introduces significant 
noise into the system. For this reason the plates 
must be kept as small as possible. This is the 
second design constraint. 
Compatibility with the capacitance to voltage 







cmax = 20 pf. "). -~- 1 
"' ·~ 
• C c .... ,CCC •• C.CC,C:.;~ .. ,_=c.,.;'°;cca,c,~.~;.~,.COCCC:~;cc_,cccc •• c;c.c ... ;:_·!':g.~!;8 -t~e ~apa~i tance to voltage converter is now 
conservatively rated at 100 percent maximum chari.ge,~--
in capacitance to allow for overshoot in control 
action. 
The spacing between the plates at maximum air 
~·-·····-·-········· 
.,..._..,-.,-~ .. .--·····-·-·-· .. ~·~···r-·.-·-· ........ -., ·--· ......... -.,.. ......... ~ 
. ' ' 
' - . " - . . ~ ., . - - - . - . -- .... - ... . - . ., 
velocity is constrained by construction tolerances 














Substituting these constraints into equations~ 
(1), (2) and (3) and solving gives, 
SV = 3.1 X 10-3 ft2 
.e,2 
z0 = 10 inches 
where z 'is the plate spacing for zero air velocity, 0 
corresponding to cmin• 
Frequency response of the unit depends on the 
mass of the moving plate, the _diaphragm spring con-
stant, and the amotj..nt of damping. Plate mass is 
minimized by using an aluminum foil plate, and, 
as before, by mini)nizing plate area. The diaphragm 
spring constant is determine.d by sensitivity require-
ments. 
Damping is provided by sealing the air. space 
between the.diaphragm and the fixed plate and pro-
·'· 
'-"·'·''~-'----'------~---··'-~:. ___ c_c ==-'--"·'-'"""-"-~~c_c:_.~. ~'--"-'~-- -······· _ vi ding ..... a ... sma.11 ... ·. ble.e d c,, h.o.l.e ,-- ·-· shown _ in .. · Fi.gure. _ 4 .,. .· ... · ··- _---,···· --·.-- --.. =----- ------- .- c..;0~=0~=="'~--0C.CC-~=-·0~'"0 ·'-·"··''·'·'c 
Small movements of the diaphragm cause large air 
velocities in the hole and provide viscous damping. 
Critical damping is achieved by adjusting the damp-
• 1ng screw. , 
. . r.:-
:· ::. 

















The: basic requirement for the fan is that 1 t ·· 
have a maximum air velocity output of 15.5 ft/sec. 
Servo motors in the one to ten watt range develop 
maximum power ~et,ween 1700 and 1800 · RPM. To get 
operating information on small-flat blade fans 
an experimental fan, described in Appendix II, was 
constructed. Data on this fan gives maximum air 
. 0 
velocity at a pitch angle of 30. The ref ore for 
the fan to match the motor and the air velocity 
transducer it must deliver an air velocity of 
15.5 ft/sec. at 30° pitch angle and approximately 
1?50 RPM. 
Fan output flow pulses with frequency 2trnBw. 
due to the finite number of blades. These pulses 
can cause inst~bility in the system when air vel-
ocity is used as a .feedback signal unless. 2fl'~w 
is considerably higher than the natural frequency 
,,. 
of the system being controlled. As the natural 
frequencies of 1he various components are determined 
by.other considerations, these pulses put a lower 
limit on the ope.rating range of w. 
Increasing the number of. blades increases the 
operating range of the motor and fan and allows a 
smaller diameter fan for a given air velocity~ 
_ .. ,.However, variable pitch angle assemblies for many .. 
i;,.,·', .. 















. blade fans are. more· difficult to fabricate. In 
• p 
'\ ~ 
addition, many blade fans have higher angular 
inertias and therefore slower frequency response. 
, 
As a compromise between these factors, a four 
blade fan is chosen. 
Figures lla and llb are plots of air vel.ocity 
vs. RPM as a function of number of blades and fan 
diameter for the experimental fan described in 
Appendix II. From these, it may be seen that a 
6 inch diameter fan is required to deliver 15.5 
ft/sec. air velocity at 1750 RPM and 30° pitch . 
angle. Fan torque, extrapolating from experimental 
data, will be 1.6 in.-oz. 
Motor 
The mot6r must develop 1.6 in.-oz. torque at 
1?50 RPM which is two watts output power. To allow 
,, 
for overshoot in control action a motor which develops . 
this torque at two-thirds of maximum control voltage 
is chosen. This requires a three watt output motor • 
.. .. -··· _____ .. : ·-· -- ··-·--:--~·.·---.......... - ... --·· ·-·-~:-: :.:.. '·_: -·- ·---··---·...:.:...:.-
Pitch Actuator 
The size of the motor and fan is fixed by steady 
state operating constraints which, in turn, determine .. 
. \.: 
.-~the dynamics. It is· desired to have a different fre-
quency response for the oth~~ dynamic subsystem, the· 
. ' ·--~. 
pitch actuator, so that the effec't--:, __ 9f each unit may 
be seen. · 
•,o• .~.,-,,•'•••Y•>.,_., __ ,.,T .... ,...~ • ,-.-~ ---·-·---·-•-.,· • 
. . . . _ _':,;;,.:" . ,_ ~ ... 
'· 1/ 
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I, 'f 
The inertias and hence sizes of the pitch ac-
tuator components have been kept as small as pos-
~ 
sj:ble to insure that pitch actuator dyna~ics are 
significantly faster than the motor-fan dynamics.· 
Viscous damping is set to give a damping ratio of 
0.71 by adjusting the damping screw. 
The sensitivity of plade pitch~angle to random 
' 
__./' 
' 1. ' 
< 
disturbances in wind load is determihed by the return 
'!) 
spring sti!fness kp. It is desired to make the pitqh 
angle independent of random disturb~nces, however 
their magnitude is difficult to estimate. For a 
conservative design the return spring is made suf-
ficiently stiff that a random wind load str~ng ~nough 
to change the maximum fan :torque by 25 percent will 
change the pitch angle .by no more than 1/20 radian. 
·-This requires that, kp be at least 6.0 lbf/f't. 
The solenoid. pull must balance the pitch return 
I 
spring, force at steady state. As maximum plunger 
travel is 2rh maximum solenoid pull will be 
' ' 
.·;:,·. 
. ( 4 ) . I?max = ~--~Pff·lr!)----o-. 395'- l-&-t···------- -----·-· ·-·---- ·ccc-~~-~~~-... --~~~-- ······ -
. r,@ 
. 4 Solenoid pull is related to solenoid parameters by 
cs Sp • ~ ns l.· f· (5) ) ~ p -
-
\ .. , 
ls . 'o;,, 
~r-> 
where sP· is the plunger cross sectional area. The length 
'''\ . ',. 
··: ....... 
.; 
·-·· .... -··· ·- . .... ' : ·' .. - . 
; . 
' ' ' 
-18-
1
8 must be at least 4 rh for plunger pull to be a 
linear function of current -i., 
Solving (4) and (5) for n8 i gives 
n i = 383 amp turns s max. 
The design or· a solenoid. supplying 383 amp turns 
. '
of flux at minimum power consumption, within design 




The damper varies operating characteristics and 
generates disturbance inputs to the system. Sizing 
~: · of damper components is described in Appendix III. 
...... 
Pitch Angle Transducer 
The pitch angle transducer is shown in Figure 2. 
Note that maximum possible plunger travel is 2rh. 
Maximum capacitance range is obtained when the moving 
plate is also ... ~i;.-h ... long_fc ........ C.apaci,t.ance ~s ..... -··.··· .· ... -·- ... -·-·-· ·.. ·---·--·-=.,·-~-------.-=-==-~-·-----=·-- --
(la) Cc X SA 
2(plate spacing) 
.. 
c- = A 
To reduce·system inertia, SA should be l_cept small, 
therefore the plate sp~cing must be kept.small to 
maintain operating capacitance. Construction 





• :.• 1. 
.;.-, .. 
,4 
. ( ·,. 
., -- .. ---··. 
-19-
inches. Balancing capacitance for the capacitance ta 
voltage transducer is 10 pf. ,Normal operating point 
of the unit is·,= d0 or x = rh. This requires 
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IV. SYSTEM DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR 
Introduction 
The dynamic performance of the system is pre-
dicted by synthesizing models for the i~dividual 
components and analyzing the interaction of these 
models for various control configurations. Linear 
models valid for small changes in operating point 
are derived.and analyzed by linear feedback control 
theory. Non-l~near component models which fit their 
operating characteristics over the entire operating 
rang~ are also derived and simulated on a digital 
computer using the LEANS5 digital to analog con-
version program. The results of the linear and 
non-1.;i.n.e.a.r analyses are compared for various dis-
turbance changes to te$t the limits of linear 
analysis. 
Component Dynamic Characteristics 
• 
_______ ---------· _Qompone-nt ~els are d~rived from experimenta.r-· 
test data, published data, and ·~manufacturers' speci-
.... 
fications. The experimental tests, run ·on a small 
,---'--·-
adjustable blade fan,. are described in Appendix II. 
In the following equations a bar over a variable de-
notes a perturbation quantity. 
j~ 
., .... 
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Motor 
The torque-speed-co~trol voltage characteristics 
) 
_. of 3 watt AC servo :motors are nearly linear at -· 
operating speeds •. Motor torque is expressed as 
(6) 
Fan Air Velo.ci t:y L 
Fan torque and air velocity are functions of 
blade pitch angle, shaft speed, blade radius, and 
damper position. Experimental data on air velocity 
and torque for a 6 inch diameter fan has been cor-
related as a function of the above factors, as 
explained below. 
r 
Ideally, at a.radius r from the center of the 
+an, if no air slip occurs, air velocity will be 





__ _ id ea 1 ·:·=- __ 1 ________________ ----:: _________ . _____ ,. ____ ---;-·----:---·- - \ _,,.. -------- --- --- --~ -·. -r---,,-----------·~--·-----, .· ~- .. . .. - '-~-7---·---·------·--:-~ '~- ·_ .· -·· 
-
- --· w r tan(A) 
,-
Tan(A) can be approximated by A and a dimension-
less slip factor can be defined 
-(?) 
· slip factor = 
w r 8 A 
V 
• • where .r8 is an effective blade radius, defined as the 
limit, as pitch angle approaches zero, of V 






Physically, for small pitch angles, r 0 is that radius, 
for which the local air velocity, videal' is equal 
to the average velocity, v. 
Figure 12 is a plot of the slip factor vs. 
pitch angle. This data is fit by the linear relation 
(8) slip factor = 1 - kvA A · 
Taking into account the slip factor, a dimen-
sionless air velocity is defined as 
(9) V dimensionless air velocity= 
·" This is plotted against the square root of dimension-
less damper position Yin Figure 13. From this it 
may be seen that corrected dimensionless air velocity 
is approx~mately equal to the square root of dimen-
sionless damper position or 
(10) dimensionless air velocity= Y~ 
.... Combining equations (7) through (10) we get the 
....:_:_c:.:.___::::"~----· -- .£]- "-'-··--. . . ..... _ _. ... • .. · .. -·. -----------·----·----·---·--·--------- ·---:: ·- • -· .. 
• .. ,.. .. -....... .... ~ 
,.. ...... 
l • .• 
p ,.. follo,wing expression for air velo_city 
. ".54 




Fan torque .is a rapidly increasing function of 
shaft speed and pitch angle and a slowly"deereasing 
., 
·,. 
. '( l 
/i 




. function of damper position. From the weights of 
the ·ran and motor rotor and the co~frici~nts of 
friction for the bearings,friction torque T
0 
is 
calculated; it is independent of opertating condi-
tions. 
Tf 
Dimensionless torque -- for the experimental 
To 
fan is best cor~elated as an exponential function of 
~,. / 
" ' 
the product of shaft speed and pitch angle, 
\ 
(12) T.f L = ln r = kTA wA (1 + damper factor) 
0 
l 
where for the damper wide open (Y • 1) the 
factor is zero. Figure 14 is a plot of ln 





The damper has a limited effect on torque. 
,. 
Figure 15 is a plot of damper factor vs. Y. · 'This 
is fit by the linear relation 
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(14), 
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r -24-.. 4 • 
.. , 
-Drive shaft angular acceleration .is directly 
• 
,' 
proportional to the motor torque minus the fan torque 
and inversely proportional to motor-fan inertia, or 




where Tm and Tf are evaluated from equations (6) and (14). 
A linearized model for motor-fan dynamics is· ob~ 
tained by substituting linearized expressions for, 
Tm and Tf into equation (15) and taking the La.Place 
transform of the resulting equation. 
Motor torque is already linear, 
k Tw -I w f 
Linearizing equation (14)~· gives 
-(16) hTw w + ~AA- hwY y 
where 
I 
··--------.--.. ·+·-· -. - ... • - -··- ----- - ------ --·---
••---H·-··-----··••-••••-••-••--•••-· ···-- - -- ____________________________ ,_,__ ____ - ••- ·- - - - __ ___,__~- -·-·----------~--------
-- ---- -__;,__:_· . ,....;:,,,·· ___:.:.:_··. ------,..-· --· ----·--------
. --·- ----- - -
- - .. '~· . 
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Substituting (6a) and (16) into (15) and taking the 
Is.Place Transform gives, 






Linearizing equation (11) gives the following 
expression for small changes in air velocity: 





~y = ~ 
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Figure 2 shows t~e pitch actuator. Note that 
the blades have pitch angle A0 when the plunger is 
at midpoint and the dimensionless plunger position 
x is unity. Assunting an infinitely long connect-
rh 
ing rod, pitch angle A is related to dimensionless 
/ 
! ) 




A - 'A = sin-1(x - 1) 0 
Expanding this arcsine by a MacLauren· series about 
X = 1 and ignoring 5th order and higher terms gives 
(19) 1 -.. 3 A~ A0 • (X - 1) + ~(i - 1) 
Small changes in pitch angle are rela tedi .. to 
.:=~:~:::~~-~·~=~~--~~=~~~=~-:~-=.,---~~~- . ··~~·---·~s'ini'l·l' ''·changes iii' pluriger. position by 
(20) dA · 2 hAX. di= 1 + ~(X - 1) 
Solenoid pull kFV VP is opposed by spring force' 
Dynamics are described by a force balance: 
··! • ' 
spring force= solenoid pull+ viscous 























+ BP rh(~d ) + Mp r (d X)/ 
Cll, h dt2/ 
\ 
2 (X - l)(g!) dt 
... 
2 
For the linear model ;the <i) term is~ 
neglected. Doing t_his, taking the Ia.Place Transform 
of equation, and solving gives, 
k __ r 2 v----· 
it 
,.,. 
·-· --. - __ ... --- - ____________ ;_.;_-(24) - - --xv p ~ .. - -·-····--·--· - -'-- ·--- -·-- .. . .. . ........ -·-: ~-- : . . : -···· ..... , .· ... ., -··- ·- . -·- -- ... ~ ...... ··:.:cc.:. X ~ 2 - .. .. . . --22--· . . . ------- . . .. -~- .. · .. · . . ---------------
f P + 2 dp f p s + s 
)I 
where ~ ~ fp = <11) 
e· 
.. 
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Air Velocity Transducer 
Figure 4 shows the capacitive air velocity 
transducer. Air. drag on the moving plate is given 
by equation (2) and diaphragm spring force by 
equation (3)·; Equating these and solving for plate 
spacing z gives 
· (25) 
Transducer capacitance is inversely proportional to 
plate spacing 
(1) 
-- Cc Sv 
C •---V Z 
Minimum capacitance w·ill occur at zero air velocity 
when z • zo and 
(la) cc sv C • z . .( .. Vmin 0 
.;J 
Dim~~ionless capacitance Cv is defined as 
C ... A 
-~ · .... 
V , ... 














Cd dai· r cv -4 m.n 
~-
,... 
, - ... ,-·- , .. , ~ ·r .. - . ,. 'If . •··5 -· "·' -· . - . T ·t W''" ·7· f'!"'7S''i7'i1'.JeB..,....'f!l'!!'.'!?"!MJll!e1......,..M • • ...., 
·• 
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= hCV V 
where 
2 hcv z 2 kcv vs (C ) vs 
Pitch Angle Transducer 
The capacitive pitch angle transducer is shown 
in -Figure 2. Capacitance between the coaxial cyl-
inders is proportional to plunger position, Maxi-
mum capacitance occurs at maximum plwiger position 
which is 2rh,or -
CA ·, ~ (29) X . ~ CA kcx x .•. = = 2rh = C Amax 
The pitc~ angle transducer thus directly monitors 
/~ 
plun.ger. position, which is related to pitch angle 
by equation (19). 
Tachometer 
Jachometer voltage is linear with ,.&shaft speed 
( 3 0 ) ic::, .. ~. 
'1 .. l,i 
.. •.. 
• 
.. - . 




~ l=-----··-=_··-~---_----.-----=-:--~--·--'-· ~--~-~-----------------Cap!£.itance ..... t.o_ -Voltage ·--·-T-ransduce-r-------~-----------~-·-. · --. ·c·---·.-· -.......,..-,---------- ~ 
.J 
-- --------=-:--
The output of each channel of the capacitance to 
~------- ____ voltage transducer is directly proportional ~o the 
-- --- --------- -




















Linear Syste,m Analysis 
Two of the control configU.rations discussed in 
Chapter II, the fir,st order air velocity controller 
and the second order pitch angle dontroller, are 
. analyzed for dynamic response by deriving the closed 
loop response in the frequency domain of the linear .,,. 
models with the use of LaPlace transforms and then 
t~king the inverse transform to determine response 
in·the time domain. 
Numerical values for component parameters not 
already derived in Chapter III are derived in Ap-
pendix IV. All parameters are listed in Table 1. 
Expresstolls for all linearization constants have 
been derived in the previous section. Table 2 gives 
values of these cons·tants for the principal operating ,y 
point~o Numerical values of the operating variables 
( w, v, A, etc. ) were ,, d·etermined by solving equations 
(6), (11), (14), and (15) for steady state conditions 
and are also listed in. Table 2. 
·---·------ ------·-· - ---~--· . . __ .· .. --·---- -














First O~er Air yelocity Controller 
, 
I 
The air velocity controller, shown in Fig.ure 6, 
• first order dynamic system. It is analyzed 1.S a 
' for its response to step changes in set point volt-
age Vset' and damper position I. 
By inspection of Figure,6 system transfer 
.functions are 
-(33) V G .1 
:II 
-
vset s + f . 1 
.). 
and 
- s + f2 (34) V hvY<s - - ) 
- + fl y 
where 
• 'A;• 
, t • t + ~ ~v 
. , ... 2 m ~y If . ·----····---·---------~-. -------- - ---- - . . , -- --· .......... _, _________ .. __ ..! ___________ ...:_ __ ·-·-'--,·-·-·-----..:.---·-·----..!.--:---·-- _.,:,~-------'--·--·---... -"-···---·-·····---.. ··-··-:···--- -----.r·~;~·:~~------------------ ········ ---------- --·---······- ---···--· -·-···-- -· ...... _ ····-··-····-······-·······- .... ········ ........... - ....... --
.... --. ----·-··-----
·- . _____________ ...:: ' ' ----· ---- -·~-----------·--_:___ __ -··--··~J"-----·---··------·-- ,.J---------------------------·-------·--··------------······--···--···-·-·-----------'"'~~-·-:· -------~-,.,-"-. '-~--c..-·-~-.... -------·----· ---,- - . . ' 
'•'!. 
_ For step changes in .V88t 
-------·· -- -----·-----·-··-·-~-- . . -·-"··-···-····-"-' - ---
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Substituting (33) and (34) into (35) and (36) 
and taking the inverse LaPlace Transform gives the 
folloring response in the time domain: 
(37) V • 
,1 
f 
, Y(llyy ?i) (38) V = 
I ;-~ 
Response of 'he air velocity to step changes 
in set point volt~'ge and damper position for duf-
f erent_ step changes and operating points is cal-
culated and plotted in Figuresl6 and 17. 
Pitch Angle Controller 
l 
Figure 7 is a block diagram of a feedback 
pitch angle controller. This second order system 
has been analyzed for its response to-step changes 
in set point voltage V set•_., . 
The closed loop transfer ~inction is 
. , . 2 
./ 
:,·. 
•, ... ·• .. . . . . 
.. -------- ------- ------·- -.. --- ·--- -- -----·----------------1· -- __ , ____ -----------~--·--- ----.L-, .. --~--------.. ------- -- -- -- -···-····---- . 
. - . .•. - --.: -.-· - ---- : . ., .. ; ~-- ... · -·------· . -
,;..: 
where· 














For step changes • vaet 1n 
(40) - ,, vset vset -- s 
. Substituting ( 40.) into ( 39) and .taking t·he inverse 




(42) f 2 1 c.:..2r ) = --3 1 + G3 
and 
(43) 
· equation (41) becomes 
(44) .... 
g h xk 
A= V (~A XV) 
1 · -d f ·t ~ · 




set 1 + G3 , . ( 1-d 3 ))2 .. . -;; -·-····-·- ·-- .. ·-- ... ------------------·---·· ---.-·-----·····---· -···----------- --·· ------··----- ·---- ---·-··· - - -- --· ------ '-· .. ...,.. -
.. 
__ .\. 
- Response of the pitch angle controller. to step 
changes in V88t as given by equation (44) is plotted 











Non~Linear Analog Performance Simulation 
a 
-Non-linear component models have been simulated 
on a GE 225 digital computer using the LEANS analog_ 
to digital compiler. LEANS program listing and 
typical output is shown in Appendix V. Parameters 
are taken from Table 1. Non-linear models for the 
air velocity controller and pitch angle cpntroller 
·derived earlier were tested with the same 'disturbance 
inputs_ and at the same operating points as the linear-
ized models of the preceding section. Results are 
plotted with the linear results on Figures 16, 17, 
and 18. 
For small disturbances there was no significant 
difference in the response p~edicted by linear 
'a 
analysis and LEANS simulation. For large-disturbances 
the dynamics of the two systems as predicted ·by linear 
.) 
analysis and LEANS do not differ markedly, but signi-
ficant steady stat~ errors are present, as would be 
expected. 
·_. ·-··-··-·--------·-·-··----------~---~: .. ..c.....----~~---·-·--------:-·-- --·- ------·--------A. .third~----O-r.de-r. ---dynamic . air -velocity · ce.ntrol-le-r-,----------------~------------~·"·-------- -<- - --- .. ------ ----: 
- -------------··------------ . . - ·. --1--· - .. . - ·.- . -·------·--·---··------ ·-·--- -- - -·--· ·---- .. - ··--·-------···-·····--·-·- ·--- ----- --- -- - - - -- ---··· -- ·---- -----·· ·--·-·-----·-----·-. - ··-·-·· ·-·- ---- -· .. . ···-· -·-- ---- ·-- -- ----- -·--·----~ -·- - - . -- -- =·----- -- ----- : -- --- - -- - . - . -- - . 
shown in Figure 8, was also simulated with LEANS. 
Its response to step changes in damper position is 
sho~n in Figure 19. Comparative linear analysis 
,,,,., ... ' 
of this system~was not attempted. 
'°';'.·· 
. ,.,_, " 
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Dynamic analysis of the system models shows 
that it satisfies all design criteria and will 
make a flexible educational tool for laboratory 
use. Frequency compensation, although not dis-
cussed, may be applied to any of the electrical 
feedback or control signals. 
-- ·-- '·· I Appendi:f VI'c, ___ tsives the physical requirements 
for all components from which detail drawings 
may be prepared. 
-The specifications for bearings, shaft couplings~ 
and motor and tacho~eter supports are dependent on 
the physical sizes of the particular motor and 
tachometer chosen. Diameter of the plastic ·tube 
supporting the mechanical components is six inches, 
. 
and if typical motors and tachometers are used 
.the overall length will be two feet. 
.; .>) 
•· 
. ~ .. ,,,-.-~·-··· 
T 
' 
-----·---···-·-·----~------·-· -- - ---·-·-·-·-----·- . ------- --- - - ----L----------:-... ·-;--..------ - -AO----. ~ . .. . . - .--~-- --·------------
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Figu~e 12. Dimensionless Air Veloc~ty vs. Pitch Angle 
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' -1 0.010 lbf (amp turn inch) 
- 0.71 
-1 4.4 sec 
4.0 x 10-6 slug rt2 





5.9 X 10-2 
2.1 X 10-3 
~,:· 
-1 volt 
2 -2 sec ft 
-2 I 1.09 x 10 lbf volt 
4.4 x 10-2 sec/rad 
. -4 4.2 x 10 ft lbf/volt 
3.8 x 10-5rt lbf sec/rad 
\ 




2 x 104 turns 
.. 
-2 3.1 X 10 .- ft 
1800 ohms 
0.147 in2 
3.1 X 103 ft2 
4.7 in2 · 
· 1.8 X 10-4 ft lbf 
• 
.. 
. , ' 
----_---------------------------'--------~~-- -~-- -··· ---·-· ··---------------~y-··········--.--·----0--.4----:-----------: _______________ _ --~--·-·---··~·--·-···"--~~--~~-··--.-,·.'--·.~-· ·· ... _ ·• ·.- .. ------·- ·-: __ ·· .... ~-· · . .......: _··-·=:----_:_...:.. ___ ·-__ :\~-'--:'-----;-~------ -· 
0.61 rad~1 
-2 . 1. 7 x 10 volt se.c/rad 
··, 
• I ' 
, 0.146 volt-I 
1.50 in. ( 
4.22 x 10-2 slugs 





























-1 fm (sec ) 
hAX (rad) 
hcv (sec/ft) 
~A (ft sec-l 
•i 
rad-1 ) 




















_ _ ~Y (ft/sec) - _ _ _ __ 6_._~ __________ ... ___ . __ .:., ___ . _____________ ..:.__· _ .. ·-·'-"""···""-~~--~---~~-~----·c.----. ____ __ 
-------·· --~ .. -_,,-,--~--=-~-. --~ ... -.---,··-··-------- . - -- ........ 2 -- --------··--- 1 
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7.58xlo-3 rJ ... · 
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50. 300 •. 
1200. 2900. 




0.59 .. 0.62. 
. , ' 
" , . 
:· ·~- ", :.,,--,.,. 
... 
,i 
34 .. • 
'°t: 
1900 










Table 4 !,EANS Block Numbers-
.;_ 
Var-iable Block Number 
w 20 
f, '· 
I . -... .. "'~ ... : .... ,. .. 
'). 
V 30 ' -~~-~ "- ;. 
vm 40 ,.,., .. 
VP 50 -~ 
1: 




~ ... VA 120 
·i 





, . :.. --~-· ·• ·--- ._ --_ .. """"...,. ____ -~ 


















Table 5 Parts Specifications 
Comp~nent Part Material 
Fan 
drive shaft stainless 
hub brass 
blade holders(4) nylon 
blades nylon 
Pitch Actuator 
linkages (4) steel • I wire 
plunger steel rod 
solenoid hub brass rod 
• 
steel spring 
damping screw .: brass 8x32 
Pi teh Angl·e Transducer 
I 







1/4 dia xi"? long 
' 5/8 1 X 1 X 
3/8 X 5/8 X 5/8 
1/10 X 3/4 JC~ 
.10 dia X 2 long 
~ & 3/4 dia X 2 lcng . 
114 & 3/4 dia x2 long 
5/16 ins·ide dia 
1 long· 
1.950.d. X 3/4 long 
fixed plates thin wall tubing 2 i.d. 
• 
.- -·----~ . ,,,,-,-
-·-
·-· - - ,: ~ - .. 
- - ··--. ·- . 


















Table 5 Parts Specifications (cont.) 
Comp9nent Part -~ Material 





5/8 X 1 X 1 
fixed plate steel threaded rod~ dia X 3/4 long 
Damper 
• 
moving plate. aluminum foil 
rubber diaphragm· latex 
rubber gasket neoprene 
assembly plate brass 
damping screw brass 8x32 
assembly screw fiber 6x32 







damper spring steel 
stop spring steel 
~ dia plus tab 
·0.003 X 1~ X 1~ 
1/8 X 1 X 1 




6 dia X 1/16. 
~ dia X 
)'.. dia x 5 long 
5/16 i.d. 
5/16 i.d. 
· t- d. t·.n:t b t', ~- 20 · - · · ···- .. ··- --·- - · .. - - ··•.• · -· -·-- - --------- ~-- 0--P-··----a _""lu. ~-- __ m.o - -·-,-·-· --- -~-a-S-S·-·----n-, 1 ·- --··-~·-"'-::.::::::__________ -----~-·-----· -- -----t· ----h---"l'A--a-d--·------- ----------------·-
_ ..... __________ ___.. ______________ ....,.;.------·- -- -------------. -0 . • . ••• -~-- .---~·-~--~·- . - ..g u -e &WV .- -~ A. ..L Ci 
latch steel rod 1/8 dia x 5 long 














Illustration la. Experimental Fan 
... 
- - -\, - --
Illustration lb. Experimental Prony Brake 
\ ' 
4 






·Appendix I Experimental ApEaratus 
Published torque and air velocity vs. shaft 
speed data could not be found for small flat blade 
' propellers operating at ext~eme pitch angles 
( 0 · 0) greater than 45 and less than 5 • To.get this 
,.;: 
data the small adjustable pitch fan shown in Illus-
tration la was built ana·tested. 
'The fan assembly consists of a six sided hub 
arranged to hold 2, 3, or 6 blades at an.y des·i-red 
pitch angle. Three different sizes of blades were 
tested. The fan was driven by a 10 watt AC servo 
motor. The mot~r torque-speed-control voltage 
characteristics were calibrated with a· Prony brake 
and a stroboscope, shown in Illustration lb. Shaft 
speed was measured with a stroboscope and fan torque 
" was taken from the motor calibration curves. 
. A damper of the type used in the final design 
was placed on the, fan outlet. This:unit is not 
.shown in 'Illustration la and lb. Air velocity was 
measured with a flat P+ate transducer which was 
~-----------·-···-- ··--
calibrated with an Alnore Velometer. 
,; 
·i 
. -~' ,; . ;; 
.. ···'F 
. ·, 








I , ·., 
.... _., 
:,, 
~,- ; '.r· -(. ;. 
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Appendix II Solenoid Design 
Three constraints on the solenoid have been 
\· 
- ' imposed in Chapter III. First, it must develop 
a magnetic f,ield of 383 ampere turns at maximum 
current. Second, it must be 1.5 inches long. 
Third, the plunger will have an outside diamter 
of, 0;50 inches, which sets the solenoid coil 
~i.- :If. 
inside diameter at 0.75 inches. 
For a given magnetic flux it can be shown 
that coil power consumption varies inversely with 




the coil outside diameter should be as large as 
possible. Coil outside diameter must be less than 
-
two inches, however, so that it will not interfere 
' 
with air, flow. 
~The only rem~ining variable for the coil is 
wire size. Table 3 shows the coil resistince and 
maximum power consumption for two inch outside 
d1ameter·coil of various wire sizes. The following 
.t 
---------~------ -- -.... 
~~---:-
. equations were used in calculating these numbers-:------------~ ... 
r· - .•• 
·r---- "·, 
j .. 
average diameter= ~(outside· diameter 
~- + inside diameter) 
wire length= 3.14 n8 (average diameter) 
~s = ~(outside diameter-inside diameter) 
(length) (winding factor ) 2 
R = (resistivity)(wire length) 
~-· i 
max 
== 383 amp turns 
R 











V = imax R Pmax 
\ 






From Table 3 it can be seen that power con-
sumption varies only~; slightly with wire size. The 
'--·· 
output impedance of the solenoid amplifier is matched 
.. 
to the coil resistance, so that if a 3oo·ohm output 
,, 
amplifier is chosen then B&S number 30 wire would 
be used. This case is chosen for computer simulation. 
If a direct coupled transistor amplifier is used, 
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Appendix III Damper Design. 
The damper i~ designed to generate step changes 
in fan torque and air velocity. To do this its switch-
l 
ing time, the time for it to move from one ston to 
another, must be short compared to the fan dynamic 
response. As has been noted before, 60 cycle AC 
Q hum limits the system frequency response. The dam.per 
' is therefore designed for a maximum switching time of 
1/60 second.s. The damper is a simple spring-mass 
system, w)lere th1 spr~ng is_preloaded sufficiently 
" 
that changes in damper position do not change the 
spring force by more than 50 percent. 
Assuming a constant spring force FD' damper 
dynamics are. 
. ' 
2 . Mn4 = FD - air drag 
dt 
.. 
Air drag has been checked .and found t6 be hegligible. 
Integrating twice, 
.. :--:· 
-----·- . -----~-·------.------ ----
for maximum damper cha~ge y1 - y2 = 2 inches 




.. • .. 
I 





If FD changes by 50% as y goes from Oto~ inches, 




and the spring is pretensioned to g~ve 
JJ 
.. 
Or, spring is compressed 4 inches at assembly • 

























Numerical values.of some operating parameters 
not _already derived and needed for ·computer simulation 
are derived below. 
Motor·~ · 
Typical three watt AC sevo motors have a no load 
speed of 3200 rpm at maximum control voltage of volts. -
They develop 1.6 inch ounces torque at 1?50 rpm and 
40 volts control voltage. 
Substituting these-operating points into equation 
(6) gives 
kTV 
-4 ft lbf/volt - 4.2xl0 




Dimensionless plunger position Xis a linear 
.,J 





"""' · .. 
- ---------·----·-··----------~-· -~-~c-c-,----~-:--·---------- -v_ = 2 ° '1"11 id V = 13 • 7 "H"Q 1 t S ~ ----- --·--·-- ---.,..------~- -· ---·- -----~-· · ·· -.. , -0 -~~ -- --·- - : · ----·------- - ----·-----
- - -Amax . -------- --- ~- --- --p -- . --- - -- .. -- - y_ - . - - ,---- ------ . -- --- --
,,, -,,. .. 
. .;,,.. 
' - max 
Tachometer 
= ~ax = 0.146 volt-l 
. Pmax 
Small DC tachometers produce from 1 to 2 · 
~ . 
volts per 1000 rpm, or for a typical unit, 
-2 . 
ivw • 1. 7 x 10 volt sec/rad 













LEANS Computer· Simulation 
, . 
. mNS programs for the first, second, and 
'1; 
third order systems discussed in Chapter IV are 
given on the next pages along with typical output. 
Identification of ma·jor variable block numbers is 
given in Table 4 • 
... 
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SIMULA'f'OR ~ !I 
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First Order Air Velocity Controller .·! "'~ .I. 
~-··· 
. ,.,._ 
... ~ . ~ ., ., 










. initial valu·es :"'"' .· 
...... : 
• 
V - 13.59 ft/sec .. \.( 
• 10 gain - ,... ,.,, 
-
'--'1 ... \. 
\' 
vset 11 .01 volts. .. ., ... -
·' 
" 









































~LOCK. .. IND. VAR, 3 r, R-L OCt< 28 · 
\ 
I '-··~ ~-- ... - ... ii . ..... . . " 
; . 
.' 
, .. 0 • n.1359E 02 n,t7noE 03 
1,00E•n1 ri.1345E 02 0,1683E t, 3. 
o,20E·oo n.1338E 02 0,1614E 03 
,· . 
0, 3 OE ... 0 0 n.1335E 02 0,16YOE 03 
(/ 0,4oE-no n.13~~3E 02 0.1668~ f) 3 
.,, J 
0 , 5 0 E • O]'-~ n.13~2E 02 0,1666E. t'J 3 
0,6oE no n.1331E 02 n,1666E l"3 
0,70E no n .1331f 02 t,,1665E n3 
" o,aoe no n.1331E 02 J 0,1665F fJ 3 
• ( i 
n,1331E 0 21 0,90E 00 n,1665e: t, 3 








S-,;..- -----·- .. ---~---··-·--··-·--·'.c~----·--· 
). 
' ,':··. ~ '.' 
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Second Order Pitch Angle Controller 
;, '\ . • .• 
·Vset - -1 volt .. 
~· 
''· initial values .... 
'· • 




gain - 2.73 
-
.. 
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Orde.r Air Velocity Controller /\ 
y 
- + 0.25 
·· .. 
initial value-s , , 
- 0.50 , .. 
.... 
ga-in - 10. 
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' Appendix VI Design Specifications 
··Approximate dimension for the working partS<;Of 
the fan, pitch angle mechanism and transducer, air 
~elocity transducer, ~nd damper are given in Table, 
\ ;\ 
. 
along with materials of con-stru·ction. Location of 
holes and assembly screws is shown in Figures 2, 3, 
and 4. Working drawings may be prepared from the 
·abo.:ve information. 
Specifications for the motor, tachometer, 
capacitance to voltage transducer, and amplifiers 
are giv~n in Chapter III. 
Details for compo.nent supports, bearings, and 
flexible couplings depend on the physical dimensions· 
of the motor and tachometer and may be developed after 
these units have been chosen. 
..--,. 
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Appendix VIII VITA 
Patr.ick Rourke, the son of Mr. ~nd Arr-s. R. K. 
Rourke, was born in 1942, in California. He 
graduated from Harvey Mud,d College in 1964 with a 
Bachelor of Science in Engineering and has been 
a Graduate Assistant in Mechanical _Engineering at 
Lehigh University • 
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